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Cas Perry wants nothing to do with love her dad walking out on her mother was
quite enough romantic drama, thank you
very much. And why should she bother
with relationships when she can manipulate
just about any man for sex? The
steely-hearted TV producer plays with
other peoples love lives and orchestrates
unscripted fireworks on the edgy reality
show Sex with an Ex - a ratings
blockbuster that is sending her already-hot
career skyrocketing. Now, the woman who
has all the answers meets the man who, for
the first time, poses questions other than
buy you a drink . Stunningly handsome
Darren would be a sensation on Sex with
an Ex - and Cas needs him to ensure the
shows success. So why is she wining and
dining the sexiest man shes ever met - and
talking about family values, marriage, and
fidelity? Darrens principles are changing
the rules of attraction. And this may be one
game Cas wont mind losing. . . .
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